Hey there!
Thanks for attending our webinar hosted by PresentationXpert: “Hacks, Tricks, and Shortcuts…Oh My! Discover
PowerPoint Tricks Even the Pros Didn’t Know About!" on Jan. 21st.
As promised, here is the cheat sheet where we recapped everything we covered during the webinar as well as
the list of our favorite shortcuts (these are awesome!).
These theory points, 5 tricks, and 60+ shortcuts should help you get you one step closer to Happy Hour.
For more great tips and tutorials, visit us at www.NutsandBoltsSpeedTraining.com. Enjoy!
- Taylor & Camille

1. Tools of the Trade
2. Ribbon and QAT Guides
3. What’s on our QAT
4. Trick #1: Breaking a Table or Chart
5. Trick #2: Breaking SmartArt
6. Trick #3: Breaking Bullets (Turning a List of Bullet Points into a Graphic)
7. Trick #4: Cropping and Resizing Multiple Photos at the Same Time
8. Trick #5: Breaking Shapes (Turning Shapes/Text Boxes into a List of Bullet Points)
9. Over 60 of our Favorite PowerPoint Shortcuts
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Although the tools below may sound obvious, we’ve found that a lot of people are leaving hours upon
hours of saved time on the table by not using them properly. So don’t take these for granted! Become
proficient with these and you’ll find that you can radically boost your speed in PowerPoint.
Keyboard:
The first key to speed is using your keyboard for just about EVERYTHING! You want to avoid splitting
your hands as much as possible between your keyboard and your mouse. Learn your shortcuts, use
your Ribbon Guides and set up your Quick Access Tool Bar (see next page).

Dedicated Mouse:
Besides your keyboard, if you are using PowerPoint, you need a dedicated mouse.
Even with ALL of your keyboard shortcuts, PowerPoint is still a click and drag heavy program, so there
are some things that are just plain faster with a dedicated mouse.
Note: Your track pad and/or the dot in the center of your keyboard DO NOT count as a dedicate mouse;
using either one of them is SUPER slow. Only use them in extreme emergencies, like when sitting on a
plane.
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Ribbon Guides:
If you are using a PC version of PowerPoint, you can open the Ribbon Guides by hitting and then letting
go of the Alt key on your keyboard. The alphabetical guides across the Ribbon act as visual shortcuts to
the commands found within your Ribbon.
For example, using the Ribbon Guides to open the bullet points dropdown menu:
#1: Hit and then let go of the Alt key – to open the Ribbon Guides
#2: Hit and let go of the H key – to open the Home Tab commands
#3: Hit and let go of the U key – to open the bullet points dropdown menu
#4: Use the arrow keys on your keyboard to make your selection and then hit Enter
Quick Access Toolbar (QAT) Guides:
Hitting and letting go of the Alt key on your keyboard not only opens the Ribbon Guides, but it also
opens the QAT Guides, which are represented by numbers (how many you have depends on how
you’ve set up your QAT).
You can add commands to your QAT by right-click commands in the Ribbon and selecting ‘Add to QAT’.
The QAT space is SUCH valuable real estate (it’s placed for convenience and there is only a little of it).
Therefore, there are a few strategy points you want to consider when adding commands to it:
QAT Strategy Point #1: Commands without a Dedicated Shortcut
The QAT is best reserved for hard-to-reach commands that do not have CTRL, SHIFT or ALT key
shortcuts already associated with them.
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For example, the Copy (CTRL + C), Paste (CTRL + V) and Save (CTRL + S) commands are all useful, but
because they already have CTRL shortcuts associated with them, they are not suitable for the QAT.
QAT Strategy Point #2: Commands Exceeding a 4-Key Ribbon Guide Shortcut
The QAT is best reserved for hard-to-reach commands that exceed 4 keys deep into the Ribbon to
access.
The alignment tool is a great example of a command that is perfect for the QAT. It does not have a
CTRL shortcut already associated with it, and accessing left alignment (for example) using the Ribbon
Guides is 5 keystrokes long: ALT, H, G, A, L for left alignment.
This is the kind of useful command you want to add to the QAT and I highly recommend placing it in
the first position on your QAT.
QAT Strategy Point #3: Pay Attention to the Order

The QAT is best thought of as broken up into 2 sections: the keyboard section (numbers 1 through 9), and the
mouse section (everything else after number 9).
You want to reserve the first nine positions for your MOST frequently used tools that are best accessed via the
keyboard (they do not require the mouse to use).
For example, the font color, shape fill, shape outline commands are perfect examples of these types of
commands. They are frequently used, and do not require your mouse to apply them.
For anything after the ninth position, which requires two keystrokes to hit, you want to place all of your other
frequently used commands that REQUIRE your mouse to interact with.
For example, the shapes gallery is a perfect example. You need to use it frequently, but as you need to draw the
shape on your slide with your mouse after you select it, there is no advantage to hitting it with your keyboard.
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Keyboard Section
#1: The alignment tool
#2: Font color
#3: Shape fill
#4: Shape outline
#5: More font options
#6: The arrange tool
#7: Font size
#8 Collapse all sections
#9 Expand all sections

Mouse Section
#09: Rectangle
#08: Line
#07: Text box
#06: Shapes gallery
#05: Draw borders
#04: Table borders
#03: Merge shapes tool

Why it’s useful
This trick allows you to pull out ALL of the information in a table or chart as individual pieces that you
can then reuse however you see fit (without having to re-type or re-create any of the content
manually).
How to pull it off
 Select your table or chart in PowerPoint and hit CTRL + C to copy it (or CTRL + X to cut).
 Use the paste special command (CTRL + ALT + V on your keyboard) to open the paste special
dialog box.
 From the menu select paste as a ‘Picture (Enhanced Metafile)’ or ‘Picture (Windows Metafile)’
(this currently does not exist on the Mac version of Office).
 Select the metafile object you just pasted in and ungroup it twice (CTRL + SHIFT + G on your
keyboard).
 Grab the information you need, delete all of the extra floating pieces, and now your content is
ready to be reused!
Trick with charts
When using this trick with charts, pay special attention to whether or not you are using either a default
formatted chart or a bar or column chart without an outline.
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If so, PowerPoint will not break all of the pieces apart (see diagram below). Instead, you will be stuck
with all of your bars as single object, instead of the individual shapes that you want.

Why it’s useful
Breaking SmartArt allows you to accomplish two things:
#1: It gets you away from SmartArt, which is often extremely challenging to format
#2: It allows you to create your own unique graphic that doesn’t look like default SmartArt
3 ways to pull it off
Depending on what method you prefer, you can either:
 Select the SmartArt graphic and hit CTRL + SHIFT + G twice on your keyboard to ungroup it (this
is my favorite method as it’s the fastest),
 Or, right-click the SmartArt graphic and select ‘Convert to Shapes’,
 Or, from the SmartArt Tool Design Tab, on the far right, select ‘Convert to Shapes’.
Now that your SmartArt graphic has been turned into shapes, you can edit and format them however
you see fit and create less ‘default-looking’ graphics.

Why it’s useful
This is one of the easiest ways to get inspiration for your otherwise boring list of bullet points. I use this
frequently to get an idea of what I want to do (even if I don’t already have an idea) and as a shortcut to
get my bullets into individual objects quickly.
Pulling it off
 Select your list of text (either with or without bullet points).
 Within the Home Tab, go to the Paragraph group and select the ‘Convert to SmartArt’
command.
 Hovering over the tabs, PowerPoint will throw your bullet points into a SmartArt graphic. Once
you select a graphic category, you get additional live preview options in the SmartArt Tools
Design Tab. Pick one.
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Now that you have your list in a SmartArt graphic, you can play around with the different options to
generate new layout ideas for your content.

Why it’s useful
This allows you to quickly resize and crop multiple photos so that they are all the same size, without
having to work on each photo individually (which can be very painful!).
Pulling it off
 Select any number of pictures (it doesn't matter how big or small they are).
 From the Picture Tools Format Tab, select the ‘Picture Layout’ command.
 Select a graphic with the shape you would like, and SmartArt will then crop and resize the
images as best it can (note: it's not always perfect, and you can still change SmartArt layouts if
you like).
 Ungroup the graphic by hitting CTRL + SHIFT + G twice on your keyboard.
 Delete the extra objects that SmartArt created and you now have your pictures cropped and
resized.
Note: If PowerPoint messes your picture up, you can readjust the picture by right-clicking the image,
and from the ‘Crop’ menu, adjust the X and Y axis to align your picture better within the frame.
Adding transparencies to your pictures
The trick to adding picture transparencies in PowerPoint is to first fill shapes (typically rectangles) with
your picture. This SmartArt resizing trick actually accomplishes this in one step.
So after cropping and resizing your photos with SmartArt, simply right click your photos, navigate to
the fill options (a tipped over paint bucket), choose ‘Fill’ and you have a transparency slider that you
can then adjust.
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Why it’s useful
This trick allows you to take text that is locked up inside individual shapes, and push it back into a list of
bullet points so that you can either:
#1: Go back through SmartArt to develop a new layout
#2: Easily paste your data into multiple cells in Excel (for example, to make a calculation)
Pulling it off
 Insert a picture onto your slide (it doesn’t matter what picture, so don’t waste time selecting
something fancy).
 With the picture still selected, hold the SHIFT key and select the rest of the shapes and text
boxes that you want to push back into a list of bullet points.
 From the Picture Tools Format Tab, select the ‘Picture Layout’ command and pick any layout (it
doesn’t matter which one). Your layout will turn into a mess, but don’t worry.
 With the SmartArt graphic still selected, from the SmartArt Tools Design Tab, on the far right,
select the ‘Convert’ command and select ‘Convert to Text’.
Now the picture is removed and all of your text/data is back in a single list of bullet points!
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PowerPoint Shortcuts by Type:
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PowerPoint Shortcuts A to Z:
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